Press release

VENICE AND THE JUSTICE
12th and last performance of the project Venice Revealed
September 20th 2015 - Saint. Mark’s square,
Big collective performance “Essere Venezia- Being Venice”. Reading and official closing appointment
Venice and the Justice- Being Venice is the 12th and the last event of the project Venice Revealed; which will be
presented following the previous big collective performance that created a “human Rosebud” on April 25th 2014,
thanks a 1000 Venetians.
This performance will create a heart that will light up after sunset, as unequivocal expression of the great love of the
Venetians - residing or “del cuore” (loving Venice) - for this unique city . All participants will be dressed all in white, the
color of purity and hope, to recall the great history of the Serenissima Republic in the field of human rights and
justice. A choreography of lights will create a striking image never seen before in this square, that will go all around
the world . The performance of human land art, conceived and coordinated by the artist Elena Tagliapietra , requires
the active participation of the Venetians and will present plenty of surprises that will be revealed in the coming
months .
The writer Alberto Toso Fei will tell ancient stories regarding the laws that Venice has issued in the course of its
history: the abolition of the slave trade (the first state in the world to do it, in 960); the regulations on child labor, in
force since the end of the fourteenth century to protect children and girls; the recognition of intellectual property,
with the creation of the first "copyright " in history.
Alberto Toso Fei will present a flash reading during the event in the Piazza San Marco, and a more exhaustive one
during the evening appointment’s after the performance. In the evening will be celebrated the closing event of the
two-year project that has presented the city of Venice with its ancient traditions and its precious places in a
contemporary way thanks to innovative performance of body art painting , contemporary dance and interaction with
technology that have never been realized before
From April 25th, 2015 subscriptions are open to participate as a performer or assistant: a unique opportunity to live
in a new way the city of Venice and to send a message to the world : Venice is an extraordinarily vivacious and
modern city, that from its ancient culture is able to look to the future with creativity .
Venice Revealed, with this last appointment, closes the performances that for two years has accompanied citizenship during the major Venetian festivals: from Redentore (Pescheria di Rialto, Venice and the Plague), the Historical
Regatta (Squero of San Trovaso, Venice and Gondola), Festa di San Martino (Forte Marghera, Venice and Horses), and
the Carneval of 2014 (Telecom Future Centre, Venice and Carnival); for Natali di Venezia (Gran Teatro La Fenice, The
Birth of Venice), for Festa del Bocolo (Piazza San Marco, A Rose for Venice), the Festa della Sensa (Venice Arsenale,
Venice and the Sea), during the 71st Exhibition of Cinema (Blue Moon, Venice and the Cinema), the Burano Regatta
(Burano, Venice and its islands) and the last event in occasion of the Befane Regatta (Ateneo Veneto, Venezia e i
Turchi) and Carnival 2015 (Auditorium Santa Margherita, Venice and the Mask).
The project Venice Revealed is produced in collaboration with Vela spa, with the organizational support of 2erre
Organizzazioni, and with the patronage of the Culture Department of the City of Venice. All the musical
compositions have been created by the venetian musician Mattia Corso. First details on www.veneziarivelata.it

